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Is there any solution for this? A: A simple but effective solution to prevent such errors would be to put a condition around
the use of the BOM. That is, rather than let Excel try and figure out how to write the file, just tell it "You shouldn't be
doing this, you shouldn't mess with my data". So, just add a CDATA element to your formula that acts as a wrapper
around the data itself. Like this (... =CDATA(SUBSTITUTE(A1;BOM_TEST;"")) So, here, in the wrapper, I put the string

BOM_TEST. If BOM_TEST is not found, the formula then tries to do CDATA(A1) instead and fails as a result of the CDATA
tag. This can be seen clearly in my example below: The BOM_TEST value should of course be replaced with whatever

you like. The next thing to do is to remove the BOM altogether. Simply make sure that you don't insert it. Once you are
sure that the BOM does not exist, then you can save the workbook and re-open it. Excel should detect the problem and

move on, without giving you any sort of message or warning. Having said all that, it's important to note that this is a
terrible idea, and I would not recommend trying this. I can't imagine a single reason why anybody would actually like to

see their data corrupted like this. As for your immediate question, you can safely ignore the warning that you are
receiving in your screenshots. I've made it clear that this is a terrible idea, and I believe that in your case, this warning
only exists to tell you that you shouldn't be doing this in the first place. Q: Is there a visual point-in-polygon library for
C#? Is there a library out there for C# that will help me find whether a point is within a polygon? Something like Java's
java.awt.PointInPolygon? I've had a lot of trouble searching, and I have found a few gory answers on the forums, but I

can't seem to get an answer. A: I'm not sure what you're asking here. How about this? public bool IsPointInPolygon(Point
pt, IList polygon
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